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1. Introduction. Let Z, Q, R, C and N have the usual meanings. For
α>O and β∈R, let S(α,のdenote the sequence of the form [αn+β where
[x] denotes the greatest integer≦ x, and n runs through N.
We take a family {S(α1, βi) : 1≦i≦k} of these sequences. And our
main concern is to investigate criterions for disjointness of these sequences.
For the understandings of the background of the problem and current
investigations, we refer to [1], especially page 19-20, and [6]. As pointed
there, the situation is fairly clarified if some α of the family is irrational.
For example, a criterion for disjointness of S(α1, βi) and S(α2, β2) with
α1/a2年Q was given by Th. Skolem (cf. [2] or [6] ), and a criterion for the
union of S(α1, βl) 1≦i≦ k to cover every sufficiently large positive integers
exactly once was given by R. L. Graham [3]. Thus in the following, we
treat mainly the less understood case that all α in the family are rational
numbers.
For the case, we remark the following easy facts:
Let α-q/awhereq,a∈Nand (q,a)-1, then
(i) The effect ofβ∈ R on the sequence [αn十β] depends only on [aβ].
Hence without changing the sequence [αn十β], β can be replaced by a
rational number b/a whose denominator is a.
(ii) If all α1 ∈Q, then S(α1, βi) are mutually disjoint if and only if the
sets { [α,n+A] : n∈Z} are mutually disjoint (1≦i≦k).
So we write S(q, a, b)-{[(qn+b)/a] : n∈Z} and seek in the follow-
ing a criterion for disjointness of S(qi, ai, bi) (1≦i≦k). In this paper
we treat the following three problems.
(I) About a criterion for disjointness of two sequences S(qi, a;, bt)
i- l, 2, there are some investigations which treat only fairly restrictive
cases (cf. [2], [6] ). We announced such criterion in [4], and gave a rough
sketch of the proof. The details of it will be given here. The result is as
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follows:
WetakeS(qi,a;, bi) 1-1,2with (q*,ai)-1. Weput
(1) (Qi> Qz)-q, (ai, a2)-a, a;-au; (i-1, 2).
Theorem 1. Notations being as above, consider qi, q2, ai and b.2 as
given. Two sets S(qi, ai, bi) and S(q2, a2, b2) are disjoint with suitable
two integers bi and b2 if and only if the equation
(2) xui + yii2- q -2iiiii2(a- 1)
holds with some (x, y) eNxN.
In case this condition is‾ satisfied, we take a solution (xo, yo) of (2)
such that l≦y｡≦ul.
Theorem2. Assume that qt, ai (i-l, 2) satisfy the condition of
Theorem 1. Then S(qi, an, bi) (i-1, 2) are disjoint if and only if
uib2-u2bie (Ei U E2) (mod q)
where
Ei-{uiX+u2Y+uiu2(a-1) : 0≦Ⅹ≦x｡-1, 1≦Y≦yd,
E2-{uIX+u2Y+ulu2(a-1) : 0≦Ⅹ≦Ⅹ0-ii2-1, yo+1≦Y≦ul)
(In case Xo≦U2, we define E2-φ.)
(II) It seems that a criterion for disjointness of two sequences S(α1,
pi) i-1, 2 for the case a,SQ and aja2∈Q has hitherto not ascertained
(cf. [2]). Hence we give it.
We put clx/c^2-ml/mz where mi, m2∈N and (mi, m2) -1. Let M denote
the number clx/nil (-#2/1112), and we denote by ‖ the distance to the
nearest integer of x from x.
Theorem 3. Notations being as above, two sequences S(α Pi) i-l, 2
are disjoint if and only if the inequality
(3) A II(fix-fiz) M I≧1
hol血.
We remark here that the following result is obtained in [7]
Under the situations stated above, (3) is also a necessary and sufficient
condition for S(al, β1) n S(α｡, β2) to be a finite set.
Here as easily seen in our situations,
S(α1, β1) n S(α2, β2) -φ⇔S(α1, β1) n S(α｡, β2) is a finite set.
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Thus the result is essentially same. But the thema of [7] and the method
used for the proof are fairy different from ours.
(工II) About a disjointness criterion for general S(qi, a*, bi) 1≦i≦k,
we may apply the result of (I). But then we must treat k(k-1)!2 rela-
tions simultaneously. And it brings a new complicated problem. In the
following, we treat the case k- 3 under the following assumptions
(4) (qif ai)-1 for l≦i≦3. And (q,, qj)-q, (an, aj)-1 forall 1≦i
<j≦3.
Assume that S(qi, at, bi) (1≦i≦3) are mutually disjoint. Then by




x2a2+y2a3-q, where (x,, yO ∈NxN (1≦i≦3).
x3a3 + y3ai = q,
From (5), we have
(6)
xix2x3 + yiy2y3
x2x3 + yiy2 - x3yi
x3xi + y2y3 - Xiy2
xix2 + y3yi - x2y3
Now the relation (ai, aj) -1 (1≦i<j≦3) implies
(7) qf- xix2x3十yiy2y3 with f∈ N.
Theorem 4. Notations being as above, the sequences S(qi, en, b¥) i- 1,
2, 3 are disjoint with suitable Ws if and only if f≧2 with a suitable solu-
tion system (xi, y¥) (1≦i≦3).
The object of this paper is to give proofs of above Theorems. Finally
we remark that these results are applied to the theory of "eventually cover-
ing families" (cf. [5] ).
2. We explain the notations used
(i) ForfeZandheNorO,wewrite[f,f+h]-{f,f+1 ,f+h}.
This set is called a segment of Z of length h+ 1.
(n) Form∈NandS⊂Z,wedefine
An(S)-{zJZ: z-s (modm) withseS}.
We denote om the map from Z into C defined by
a ,(r) -exp(2πir/m) for r∈ Z.
We put C(m)-ffm(Z). The om-image of a segment of Z is called a seg-
merit of C(m), the length of which is defined as its cardinality.
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(iii) Let qi, ai, Ui (i-l, 2) and q be given as in (1). We definethe
numbers as follows.
q,-qdi (i-1, 2),Qq-qiq2.
And we take (c, w) ∈NxN such that
(8) cqi -wiii - 1.
Take t∈ N such that
(9) tiii=ii2 (mod q).
In the following, we consider these numbers as fixed.
3.Let q;, as, bi, u; (i-l, 2), q and a be as inァ1. Besides these, we
fix the number bi to be - 1, and investigate a criterion for b2 such that
S(qi, alf -1) nS(q2, a2, b2)-φ.
PutA-S(qi, ai, -1) andB-S(q2, a2, b2). Andweput
Aj-S(qiUi, ai, qiCj-1) (0≦j≦ui-1)
where c is the number given in (8). Then by (c, ui) -1, we see easily that
A is the unionofallAj (0≦j≦ul-1).
Weputb(-1)-(b2∈Z:AnB-φ}and
Vj-{b2∈Z:AjnBキφ) (0≦j≦ux-1).
Lemmal. vo-pq([-a2, (a-1)u2-lj) and vj-vo十jt (1≦3'≦ul-1)
where t is defined in (9).
Proof. In the proof of Lemma, we use frequently the following easy
fact: For two numbers α, β∈R,
(*) [α]-[β]⇔[α]≦β<[α]+l.
Now we divide to three cases.
(i) (a-d2-1) In this case a,-u, (i-1, 2) (Weusealwaysa, forui)




wherewis given in (8). Now by (8) and (9), wehave
(qin+wj-I)a2-ait(wj- 1)-tj-a2(mod q).
Henceby ( ), we see that
b2∈vJ⇔b2∈pq(トa2+tj, -1+tj]).
(ii) (a-1, d2>l) In this case, we put Ao(r)-{Qn+qir-1: ∈z)
(0≦r≦d2-1). Then it is easy to see that A｡ is the union of all Ao(r).
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Since q21Q, we have by (*),
{b2: A｡(r) n Bキφ}-Aj2([Qia2r-a2, qia2r-1] ).
Now v｡ is the union of all these sets of O≦r≦d2-l. Note that {dia2r:
0≦r≦d2- 1} is a complete set of residues modulo d2. Hence considering
the relation qia2r - q(dla2r) and q2 = qd2, we have
d2-i
U (pq2([qia2r-a2, qia2r-1]))-pq([-a2, -1]) (-vo).
r=O
For l≦j≦ai-1, as in (i), we have Aj-S(qi, 1, wj-1). And we
proceed in the same way as above, i.e. dividing Aj into subsets such as
Aj(r)-{Qn+qir+wj-1: n∈Z} (0≦r≦d2-1),
and consider the union of the sets {b2: Aj(r) n Bキφ} for all 1≦r≦d2-l.
Here the same reasoning works and we obtain
vj-/oq([-a2+tjf -1+tj]).
(iii) (a>1) InthiscaseAo-{[qin/a-1/ai] : n∈Z). Notethat [qin!a
-1/ai] - [ (qin-1)/a]. We have the inequality
(10) foil-a)!a≦ [ (qin-1)/a]≦ (Qin-1)/a.
About (10), we remark that
(a) The left-hand side equality of (10) is attained by n-0 (mod a),
and the right-hand side equality is attained by qin… 1 (mod a).
(b) (qjn-1j/a- (qin-a)/a-(a-1)/a<l.
Hence ifd2-1 (i.e. q2-q), wehave by (*),
vo-pq([-a2, u2(a-1)-1]).
For the case d2> 1, we obtain the same relation by putting
Ao(r)-{[(Qn+qir-1)/a]: n∈Z} (0≦r≦d2-1)
and proceed in the same way as in (ii).
For l≦j≦ui-1, we have
[Qin/a+ (qxcj- 1)/ai] - [qin/a+ (wuij-j-1)/al]
- [(qin+wj-1)/a].
Now by a similar reasoning as above, we obtain the equality
Vj-A,([-a2+tj, (a-1)u2+tj-1]).
Lemma 1 implies that <?q(vj) is a segment of C(q). We denote its
starting point by Pj (-oq(-a2+tj) ).
Since (ui, u2) -1, we can take xo, yo∈ Z such that
(ll) q-2uju2(a-1) -xoui +you2 and l≦yo≦ul.
We puty-iii-yo. Notethatincase ui>1, wehave y>Oand (ui,夕)-1-
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Definition 1. For j∈ [0, ui-1], we take r∈ [0, iii-1] such that j=yr
(modiii). Wedenoter-r(j). Andweput
(12) P(r) -r(xo+ (2a- I)u2) - [yr/ui]u2-a2.
Lemma 2. Pj- 3j(P(r)) wherer-rQ).
Proof. We consider the difference modulo q of (-a2+tj)ui and uiP(r).
Then by (9) and (ll), we see easily that the difference is modulo q to
u2(j-r(ui-yo) + [yr/ui]ui) -0.
Since (q, Ui) - 1, we have the conclusion of Lemma.
Lemma 3. If xo>ii2, then aq(b(-1)) is composed of yo segments of
C(q) with the equal length xo and of y segments of equal length x｡-u2.
If l≦xo≦u2, then <7q(b仁1) ) is composed of y｡ segments with the equal
length xo. Ifx｡≦0, then b(-1) -φ.
Proof. We assume that xo>0, then Lemma 2 implies that Pj's are
arranged on C(q) by the order of r(j) (-r). And note that the difference
ofP(r) and P(r+1) is
(a) xo+ (2a-1)u2 if [yr/iii] - [y(r+1)!ui],
(b) xo+2(a-1)U2 if [yr/ui]<[y(r+1)/u,].
As easily seen, the cardinalities of r of (a) and of (b) are y｡ and y respec-
tively. (Note that P(ui) -P(0) +q.)
On the other hand, the length of aq(vj) is ii2(2a-1). Thus the struc-
ture of aq(b(- 1) ) depends on the order of magnitude of
u2(2a-1), xo十U2(2a-1) and Xo+2u2(a-1).
Since Xo+2u2(a-1)>u2(2a-1) means xo>u2, and the relation xo+2u2
(a-1)≦u2(2a-1)<xo+u2(2a-1) means l≦Ⅹo≦U2, the assertion of
Lemma for xo>O follows from the above facts.
Finally if xo≦0, then the union of all a,(vj) (0≦j≦in-1) is C(q).
This means b仁1) -φ.
Now above three Lemmas lead to the following
Proposition 1. Assume that qi, ai(i-l, 2) satisfy the condition of
Theorem 1. Let thepair (x｡, y｡) be definedas in §1. Then
S(qi, ai, -1) nS(q2,a2,b2)-φ⇔b2∈β.(GiUG2)
where
Gi-{a2-ii2+X+mt: Xe[0,xo-1],mJE [0,yo-1]},
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G2-{-x｡-u2(a-1)+X+nt:X∈[0,xo-u2-1],n∈[0,in-yo-i]}.
a/x｡≦u2, weput G2-φ.)
Proof. The structure of (Tq(b(-1)) is given by Lemma 3. We see
that the longer segments lie at the head of ^q(vj) (0≦j≦yo-1). Thus
they are obtained by translating tj (0≦j≦yo- 1) the segment which lies
at the head of oq(vo), and that segment is
oq([a2-ii2, a2-u2+xo-1]).
For the shorter segments (if not empty), they are obtained by opera-
ting the t-translation successively to the segment which lies at the head of
oq(vyo). By noting (9) and (ll), we see that the segment is
aq(トⅩ0-u2(a-1), -a2-1]).
Since b仁1) -pq(b(- 1) ), we obtain the conclusion of Proposition.
4. Now we proceed to prove Theorems 1 and 2. We put
b(bi)-{b2∈Z: S(qi,ai,b,) nS(q2, a2, b2)-φ).
Lemma4. b(bi)-b(-1)+(bi+l)t.
Proof. Note that the integers of S(qi, a;, bi) are composed of some
congruence classes modulo q, 1-1, 2. Thus we may consider those to be
composed of congruence classes modulo Q simultaneously. We take Si ∈ Z
such that Siai=1 (mod qi). And take s2 such that both s2a2=1 (mod q2)
and (s2, Q)-1. (Since Q-q2di and (q2, di)-1, such choice is always
possible.) Thus we have
(13) S(qi, ai, bi) -S(qi, &u axsi(bi+1) -1)
-S(qi, ai, -1)+si(bi+l).
Let豆2∈Z such that豆2S2…1 (mod Q). We putも2-豆2si(bi+1). Then
も｡S2=Si(bi + 1) (mod Q). Hence noting豆2…a2 (mod q2), we obtain
(14) S(q2, a2, b2-も2)-S(q2,a2,b2)-si(bi+l).
By (13) and (14), we have b(bi) -b(-1)+え2si(bi+l).
Here note that b(-1) is composed of congruence classes modulo q.
And by (9), we have豆2Sl=t (mod q). Hence we may replace豆2si(bi+l)
with t(bi +1).
Now Theorem 1 follows from Proposition 1 and Lemma 4. Thus it
remains to prove Theorem 2. By Lemma 4, we obtain
mbflj,) -ii2bi - Uib(- 1) +u2.
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The structure of b仁1) is given in Proposition 1. By (9), we obtain the
set Ei from Gi putting Y-m+1. And similarly by (9) and (ll), we obtain
E2 from G2 by putting- Y-yo+n+1.
5. In this section we treat Theorem 3. We assume that αi, βi, mi (i-1,
2) andubeasin (II) of§1. Nowweput
S(j) -S(mlm2!i, mi(上m2)M +pl) (1≦j≦m2).
Then it is easy to see that S(α1, βi) is the union of all S(j). Hence we
investigate the condition for β2 such that S(j) and S(α2, β2) to be disjoint.
Take first the set S(m2). Note that by the well known theorem of
Kronecker, p一年Q implies that the set
{(mim2/On (mod 1) : n∈N)
is dense in [0, 1]. Hence about the inequalities
( (mim2^)n+# -1)< [ (mim2^)n+Pi]≦ ( (mim2^)n+Ai),
both the right-hand and the left-hand side inequalities are approximable
infinitesimally by taking a suitable n ∈ N.
Since m2|mim2 and by (*), we can deduce easily from above fact that
S(m2) n S(cc2,β｡)キφ ⇔P2∈ (pl-1,Px+1) (mod m2!l).
For general j, the same reasoning works and we obtain that
S(j) n S(tf2,02)キφ ⇔ P2∈ (mij/*+A-1, mijTe+A+1) (mod mz/ォ).
Note here that the set {mij: 1≦j≦m2} is a complete set of residues
modulo m2. Hence it is easy to see that
m2
∪ ((mtjjtt+β1-1, mijjtt+ft+1)) (mod m2<ォ) - (ft-1,βi+1) (mod p.).
j-1
Now putting together above facts, we reach to
S(*i,β1) n S(tf2,A)-φ⇔P2年(A-1,βi+1) (modJit).
It is an easy deduction to formulate this conclusion in the form given in
Theorem 3.
6. Now we proceed to a proof of Theorem 4, and give in this section
preliminary discussions.
Let qi, en and q satisfy (4). We say S(qi, a*, bi) (i-l, 2, 3) which
are mutually disjoint simply a disjoint triple. For a disjoint triple, we
take from solutions (x;, yi) (1≦i≦3) of (5) so that
(15) ≦yl≦a, (1≦i≦3).
We use frequently the following fact
(16) (xi, a2) - (x2, a3)- (x3> ai)-(yi, ai) -(y2, a2) -(y3, a3)-1
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which follows from (4) and (5).
We take at∈N such thataiai=1 (mod q), and putc,-a;bi (1≦i≦3).
We consider aVs as fixed.
Now by Theorem 2, we have
(17)
I
C2-Ci∈ {agXi+aiYi} (mod q),
C3-C2∈ {a3X2+a2Y2} (mod q),
Ci-C3∈ {aiX3+a3Y3} (mod q),
where X; and Yi run through the range given in Theorem 2. Here we
remark that the sum of three terms of the left-hand side of (17) is 0. And
as easily seen, if we can take three elements from the right-hand side of
(17) respectively such that the sum of them=0 (mod q), we can make a
disjoint triple by determining Ci′s (or bi′s) from these elements.
Hence for the existence of a disjoint triple, it is enough if we investigate
the condition for the existence of Xi and Y; (1≦i≦3) such as
(18) =0 (mod q),
where X* and Yi belong- to the sets described in Theorem 2. We treat (18)
in the following form
(19) (Xs+Yo喜-ala2(Xl+Y2) -aia3(X2+Y3) (mod q).
Definition2. For m∈Z, we define r∈ [0, Xi-1] such that m三一a2r
(mod Xi). And forneZ, wedefine se [0, y3-1] such thatn--a3s (mod
y3). Wedenote Ti(m)-rand r2(n)-s. Andweput
(20) /(m, n) - {r/xi + s/y3jq + yim/xi + x3n!y3
wher {x} means x-[x]. (Aseasily seen z(m, n)∈Z.)
Lemma 5. (-aia2m-aia3n)=X(m, n) (mod q).
Proof. As the proof of Lemma 2, we see that the following relations
hold (by multiplying a2 and a3 respectively),
-aia2in=rai+ ([ra2/xl] + [(m-1)/xi] +l)yi (mod q),
aia3n=sai + ( [sa3/y3] + [ (n-1)!y3] +l)x3 (mod q),
Now add two relations. Then by (5), we obtain the conclusion of Lemma.
7. We start to prove Theorem 4. In the following, we are interested
in the existence criterion only, and do not try to list up all those triples.
First we seek a solution of (17) by taking
(21) X,∈ [0, x,-1] andY,∈ [1,yi] foralli-1, 2, 3.
In that case, our problem is to investigate whether the relation
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(22) j(m, n)<= [1, x3+yi-1] (mod q)
holds with suitable m∈ [1, Xi+y2-1] and n∈ [1, x2+y3-1].
Lemma 6. // (xi, y3)>1, then (22) hoiゐwith a suitable (m, n).
Proof. We put (xi, y3)-d, and take moe [1, xi] such that ^i(mo)-
Ⅹ1/d. And take no∈ [1, y3] such that r2(no) -y3-y3/d. Then we have
*(mo, no) - yimo/Xi + x3no/y3.
Note that by their definition, moキxi and n｡キy3. Hence we have ^(m｡, n｡)
∈ [1,xa+yi-1].
By Lemma 6, we assume in the following
(23) (x,, y8) -l.
Definition 3. For he [0, Xiy3-1], we take (R, S) by
ysR+xjS=h (modXiy3) andR∈ [0, *-!],S∈ [0, y3-1]
By (23), the pair (R, S) is determined uniquely from h. We call it simply
the h-pair We put
Ml(h)-{m:r^m)-R,me[1,xl+y2-1]},
M2(h)-{n: 72(n)-S, n∈ [1, x2+y3-1]}.
We put Mh-Mi(h)×M2(h). We take (mo, no)∈Mh such that m｡∈ [1, *]
and no」 [1, y3], and call it the initialpair of Mh. Finally we take (mi, ni)
∈Mh such that mi∈[y2i Xi+y2-1] and ni∈[x2, x2+y3-1], and call it
the last pair of Mh.
By using above terminology, we have
(24) *(Mh) ∈ [x(mo, no), *(mi, nx) ].
Lemma 7. Ifi≧2, then (22) has a solution.
Proof. We take h-Xiy3-l. Then for the initial pair (mo, no) of Mh,
wehave
q(l-1/xiy3)<z(mo, no)≦q(l-1!xiya) +yi +X3.
0n the other hand, for the last pair (mi, ni) of Mh, we put mi-y2+Wi
and ni-x2+w2. Then by (7), we have
x(mu nO -q(l+ (f-1)/xiys) +yiWi!Xi +X3W2/y｡.
Since f≧2, we have *(mi, rii)>q.
Note here that the difference of any adjacent two members of *(Mh) is≦
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Max(x3, yi). Hence by (24), we conclude that
*(Mh) ∩ [1, x3+yi-1] (modq)キφ.
Thus we have proved the existence of disjoint triples for the case f≧2
(with the solution system of (15)). In the following we assume f-l.
Then we have
(25) q- xIX2X3 + yiy2y3, ai = x2x3 + yiy2- x3yi,
a2-x3xi +y2y3-x^ and a3=x2x2+y3yi -x2y3.
Lemma8. If 1-1, then (xi, y3)-1. And for (m, n) ofMh, we have
XiI (m+y2h) and y31 (n+x2h).
Proof. Put (xi, y3)-d, then by (25), we have d|q and d|a2. Hence
d-l. Now we take (m, n)∈Mhand let (R, S) be the h-pair. Note that
by (25), a2=y2y3 (mod Xi). Hence by Definition 3, we have m三一y2h
(mod Xi). The second relation follows by a similar reasoning.
Lemma 9. In case f-l, (x3+yi)≦x(m, n)≦q where m∈ [1, xi+y2-1]
andn^ [1,x2+y3-1].
Proof. We take h^ [0, xxy3-1], and consider it as fixed. Let (mo, no)
and (mi, ni) be the initial pair and the last pair of Mh respectively. Then
by (25), we have
xiy3j(mo, no) - h(xix2x3 + yiy2ys) + yiy3mO + xix3nO
- XiX3(hx2 + no) +yiy3(hy2+ mo).
Now by Lemma 8, we have z(mo, no)≧x3+yi.
For (mi, ni), we put mi-y2+Wi andrii-x2+w2. Then we have
xiy3^(mi, ni) -yiy3( (h+ l)yz+wi) +xiXa( (h+I)x2+w2).
By Lemma 8, we have Xi|((h+I)y2+Wi) and y31((h+l)x2+w2). Hence
noting that Wi∈[0, xi-1], w2∈[0, y3-1] and (h+1)≦xiy3, we have
x(mlt ni)≦(xiX2X3十yiy2y3) -q. Now the assertion of Lemma follows
from (24).
8. Lemma 9 implies that in case f-l, (22) has no solution. Hence we
must check the other possible ranges of X了s and Yi's. Then by Theorem
2, we may assume for that case xi>a2 (We operate a suitable permutation
to i, if necessary). Then from (25), we have
(26) x3≦ y2.
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First we consider the case that
Xl∈[0, xl-a2-1], Y,∈[yi+1, ai], and X2, 義 Y2 and Y3 are
as(21).
Namely our problem is to study the possibilty of the relation
(27) *(m, n)∈ [yi+1, x3+ai-1] (mod q)
withm∈[1, xi+y2-a2-1] andn∈ [1,xa+ya-1].
Lemma 10. Ifx3<.y2, then (27) holds with a suitable (m, n).
Proof. We put y2-x3-z≧1. Now we take h-[a.2/y2]. And let
(R, S) be the h-pair. We first ascertain the existence of mo such as Ti(mo)
-R. Since a2≧y2 and (a2, 3^2) -1, we have
(28) a2-y2+ 1≦y2h≦a2<xi.
Now noting Lemma 8, we see that mo can be taken (uniquely) from the
range given in (27). We take (m｡, no)∈Mh such that l≦no≦ya. By
Lemma 8, we put hy2+mo-hiXi and hx2+no-h2y3. Then as noted above,
hi -1. On the other hand for h2j note that a2<y2y3 implies h<y3. Hence
we have h2-[hx2/y3]+1≦x2. Since z(mo, no) -yi+h2x3, by above facts
and by noting ai -X2X3 + zyi, we reach to the conclusion that
x(mo, no)∈ [yi+1, x3+ai-1].
Finally, we treat the remained case (i.e. x3-y2). By (25), we have




Lemma ll. If q, ai and a2 satisfy (29), there exists no disjoint triple.
Proof. About this case, instead of (19), we consider
(X2+Y3)≡-aia3(X3+Yi) -a^X!+Y2) (mod q).
Since -aia3=a2 (mod q) and -a2a3=ai (mod q), our relation to be con-
sidered is
(X2+Y3)=a2(X3+Yi) +ai(Xi+Y2) (mod q).
Note that by (29), we see that a3>ai, a2. Thus wehave x2-ai and y3-a2.
Now it is an easy deduction to obtain the assertion of Lemma.
Here we note the followingl facts :
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We assume that f-l for the solution system (xi, yi) (1≦i≦3) which
satisfies (15), and that there exists any other solution system. Then by
taking a suitable permutation to i-l, 2, 3 (if necessary), we may take a
solution such as
(xi-8L2, yi+ai), (x2, y2) and (x3, y3)
Then we see easily that if f-1 for this solution system, we have x3-y2.
Namely we have (29). And it is easy to see that in this case we have f-1
for all other solution systems.
Now by collecting the discussions of §7 and 8, we conclude the asser-
tion of Theorem 4.
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